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HAS-XViewer Camera Memory1.2.13

1. Introduction
Thank you for choosing HAS-XViewer. This is the operation manual that explains how to use the
software as well as things that require your attention. Please read this though before using
HAS-XViewer.
[Notes]
1. If you are planning to use HAS-XViewer for longer periods of time, please be sure to follow the
user manual of your computer.
2. Please make sure to turn off the sleep mode when using HAS-XViewer.
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2. HAS-XViewer Overview
HAS-XViewer is particularly created for Ditect’s high speed camera for image reviewing, recording,
saving, etc.

Software name

HAS-XViewer Camera Memory

Version

Ver1.2.13

Copyright

DITECT

PC requirements

OS：

Windows 7 Professional 32bit
Windows 7 Professional 64bit
Windows 8 X 32bit
Windows 8 X 64bit
Windows 10 X 32bit
Windows 10 X 64bit

CPU：

Intel Pentium 4, 3.0GHz or higher is recommended

Memory：

1024MB or higher is recommended

HDD：

At least 20GB of space available
(not including space for the image data)

Display：

1024×768 resolution
32bits or higher display colors is recommended

USB：
Software type

Commercial version

Compatible Cameras

HAS-D71

3.0

HAS-D72
HAS-U1
HAS-U2
Notes：Windows is the registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other
countries.
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3. Installation and Setup
3.1. How to install HAS-XViewer
Please follow the instructions below for installing HAS-XViewer.
① Insert HAS-XViewer CD-ROM into your computer.
② Double click on setup.exe in the setup folder.
* If your computer does not have the device driver, please go to 3.3: “How to install Device
Driver” and install the device driver first.

③ When HAS-XViewer set up window is displayed, please click “install.”
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④ Please wait until the installation is completed.

⑤ Please click [Finish] to complete the installation.

Please verify that HAS-XViewer is now installed on your computer.
Go to [start] menu, find [all programs] and choose [DITECT] folder.
If you see HAS-XViewer, the software is successfully installed.
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3.2. How to uninstall HAS-XViewer
If you wish to uninstall HAS-XViewer, please follow the instructions below.

① Go to [start] menu, find [control panel] and choose [add program / delete program].
② Select “HAS-XViewer” from [add program/ delete program] window and then click [delete].
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3.3.

Installing Device Driver

3.3.1 Auto Installation via the Internet
This software is using USB3.0 driver of Cypress Semiconductor Corporation.
If the camera and PC are connected with USB3.0 when you are on line, the installation is done
automatically. When the automatic installation is successfully completed, the window shown as Figure 2
will be displayed.
In the case that you have no access to internet or the automatic installation does not work, please go to
3.3.2 Trouble shooting.

Figure 1 How to check Device Driver

3.3.2 Trouble shooting
Please follow the instructions below in case that the USB driver does not appear.

1. Connect USB cable to the camera device.
2. Turn on the camera.
3. “Unknown” device or [FX3] device will appear in the device manager.

Figure 2

The image before installing the driver
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4. Right click on the Icon [FX3] and choose “update driver software”.

Figure 3 Driver update

Figure 4 Choose the driver

5. Open CD drive in explorer
* Drive name: CD/DVD means [D:] drive

■Windows 7 64bit
D: ¥usb driver¥win7¥x64
■Windows 7 32bit
D: ¥usb driver¥win7¥x86
■Windows 8 64bit
D: ¥usb driver¥win8¥x64
■Windows 8 32bit
D: ¥usb driver¥win8¥x86

Figure 5 select driver file
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6. When you see the following box, it means that the installation was completed.

Figure 6

finish driver update

7. Please make sure “Cypress USB Streamer” icon is in the device manager.

Figure 7

making sure Device Driver
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4. Getting started
4.1.

How to launch HAS-XViewer

In order to launch this software, please select [start]-[all programs]-[DITECT]-[HAS-XViewer].

Or you can double click on the HAS-XViewer Icon on your desktop as well.

Main window will appear after the splash window.
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4.2.

Main window

Figure 8 Main window

4.2.1 How to change number of recording frames

Figure 9

change number of recording frames

If you wish to change the frame number, please click on the “Set Max Frame” button. The dialog box will
show up on your screen and you can change the number.
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4.2.2 How to record

Figure 10 Recording button
You will see the [Live] and [Record] buttons on the top left of the main window screen.
【Live】 It will be the play mode.
【●Rec】 It will start recording when it gets clicked. During the recording mode, you will see the
following image of Figure 11.

Figure 11 Recoding mode
Unless you click on the【Trigger】button or 【Rec stop】button, the software will keep recording the
images. Once it reaches the maximum frame number, the software will start looping from the beginning.
*If you wish to use the trigger button, your camera needs to be connected to the master cable.

4.2.3 How to use the play mode
Once the recording is done, the play mode will be displayed as in Figure 12 and Figure 13.
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Figure 12 Play mode

Figure 13 Play control
①

Head frame
Go to frame number zero.

②

Play backwards
Play backwards from the current frame.

③

Step back
Go back one frame.

④

Pause
Stop at the current frame.

⑤

Go to next frame
Skip one frame.

⑥

Play
Play from the current frame.

⑦

Last frame.
Go to the last frame.

⑧

Trigger frame
Go to the triggered frame, in case that you use the trigger button.

⑨

Loop check
Check the looping images.
This can be used in the “Play backwards” mode as well.

⑩
⑪

Skip play
Skip per number of frames while in the play mode.
Save
Save the recorded images into a file(s).
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4.2.4 How to save

When you click on the save button:

, a dialog box shown in Figure 14 appears.

You can decide the FileType and CH and save the image.
File Type: You can choose the file type from the following.
AVI-movie, wmv-movie, bmp files, jpeg files, png files and tiff files.
Frame Rate: Frame rate of AVI-movie file
CH: When you are using more than two cameras on a single PC, you can select camera CH to
save the images. If you select all, all the camera channels will be saved.

Skipping frames: You can skip the number of the frames that you have pre-set and save each
following frame.

Save as raw mode (Bayer): For color cameras, the images as bayer format and the look up
table will be saved. For monochrome cameras, the original images before gamma and the look
up table will be saved. The look up table includes the gamma value and white balance
information.
If you click this box and save, a new folder will be created with the same name, and Avi file and
csv look up table will be made inside the folder.

Memo: If you want to leave a comment with the movie file, you can click on Memo and type your
text comment in the text box.

Adding data to the image: If you wish to draw something on the images, check this box and
open the settings box.
You can click this button

and select information which you want to draw on the images.

Figure 14
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If the dialog as Figure 16 shows up, then choose the filename and select the file type.
As the default settings, the recording date and time are being used for the file name.

【adding data to the image】

Figure 15 adding data to image settings
Grid: If you check this box, the grid previously set up in the main window will be displayed on the image.
Size: If you check this box, the image size will be displayed at the corner of the image. For example, you
will see 640x480.
Fps: If you check this box, the frame rate is displayed at the corner of the image. For example, you will
see 1000fps.
Shutter Speed: If you check this box, the shatter speed will be displayed at the corner of the image. For
example, you will see 1/1000sec.
Gain: If you check this box, the gain is displayed at the corner of the image. For example, you will see
Gain:3.
Bit Shift: If you check this box, bit shift will be displayed at the corner of the image. For example, you will
see BitShift:0.
Time/Frame: If you check this box, the time or frame number will be displayed at the corner of the image.
For example, you will see 2958.

You can change the display settings in more details by clicking this tab.
[Time/Frame]: You can set the format of time or number of frames.
[General]: You can change the font, font size, font color and the position of the display.
* Please note that once the images are saved as a movie file, you cannot make any change to
the display.
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Figure 16 Save file dialog box
When you use a single camera, the images will be saved as [input filename].avi.
When you are using multiple cameras, the images will be saved as [input filename]_Cameraxx.avi.
The camera number will be added to the name.

4.2.5 How to adjust Camera Settings
【Status window】

Figure 17 Status window
The camera specifications will be displayed on the status window.
item

description

ID

camera ID

resolution

resolution

Fps

frame rate

SS

shutter speed

Gain

gain setting

BitShift

bit shift
*Certain models do not display this parameter.

Color

Monochrome / Color
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Recorded

Total frame count

SyncType

Master/Slave camera mode

Version

firmware version

【USB3.0 recognition】
If your device recognizes the USB3.0, the left icon as shown in Figure 18 will be displayed.
If your device does not recognize the USB3.0, the reason is one of the following.
□ You might be using a USB2.0 cable.
□ The port connected to the cable is USB 2.0.
□ USB3.0 wrong recognition

Figure 18 USB3.0 (on left), US2.0 (on right)

If you click the 【Reference】 button, the reference settings appear and you can set resolution, frame
rate and shatter speed.

Figure 19 Frame rate settings

【Adjust button】

①

Change the view direction

From the left
-

Upside down

-

Horizontal mirror

-

Turn 90 degree to the left

-

Turn 90 degree to the right

-

Reset to the original
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②

Luminance adjustment

Decrease the gain
Increase the gain
Decrease the bit shift *Certain models do not support this function.
Increase the bit shift

*Certain models do not support this function.

*Please note that the gain settings vary depending on the camera type.
Normal gamma correction
S curve gamma correction
Reverse S curve gamma correction
Rst to clear the gamma settings
③

color / monochrome

With this button, you can choose color or monochrome.
If you are using color mode and click on this button

, the auto white balance will be done to the image.

You can use the auto white balance function during the shooting as well.
【Size adjustment】

You can set the image size on the main window.
From the top
“Fit”：The image size fits to the window size.
”＋”：To zooming in.
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”＝”：Equals to 100% magnification image size.
”－”：To zoom out.
【Pixel view assistance】
You will see each pixel’s information if you keep zooming in the image as below.
.

Figure 20 Luminance Information

4.2.6

Saturation Display

【Exposure warning check box】
If you check this exposure warning box, the saturated pixels will be displayed in red for monochrome
cameras or with slash marks for color cameras. You can choose the default threshold setting among 220,
230 and 240.
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Figure 21 Saturation display
 You can choose the threshold among the displayed options. The default threshold setting is from
220 to 240.

4.2.7

How to adjust Focus

【Focus peaking check box】
If you check this focus peaking box, the edge pixels will be displayed in color. You can choose a color
among the given color options. You can choose the edge levels among low, medium and high.

Figure 22 Focus peaking [Bad focus sample image]
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Figure 23 Focus peaking [Good focus sample image]

4.2.8 What you can do with right clicking
If you right click on the image, a pop-up menu will be displayed.
*If you use a tablet-PC, please press for a while on the corner of the image.
【Histogram】
The histogram box will be displayed on the window.
【Save Image】
You can save the still image that is currently shown on the screen.
【Copy to clipboard】
You can copy the image to the clip-board.
【Export LUT csv】(Color only)
You can export the Look Up Table.
【Reset white balance】(Color only)
You can reset the white balance.
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4.2.9 How to change the settings
If you click on the tool icon at the right corner of the window, the settings dialog will be displayed.

Figure 24 Tool icon

Figure 25 Settings dialog
【Bayer algorithm】
You can select the bayer algorithm among these 4 options.
・Bilinear (default)
・Color correlation
・ACPI
・AHD
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【Synchronize with other external device】*Certain models do not support this function.
The camera can read the input signal and be synchronized with the external device.
【Use the sync input as the sync output】*Certain models do not support this function.
The sync master cable has a sync input port. With this function, it works as the output port.
This function can be used when you use DITECT’s original LED-light.
【Fix aspect ratio】
With this function, you can adjust the image size with aspect ratio. The image size will be still the same
size when it is at the maximum size.
If you save the image with aspect ratio, the saved image will be the same size.
You can change the setting by unchecking this function, even after saving the image.

Figure 26

Original image without aspect ratio

Figure 27

Image with fixed aspect ratio

【Motion trigger】
You can change the trigger settings here.
【Adjust the range of the playback slider】
If you check the box, the slider range will be the recorded frames.
If you uncheck the box, the slider range will be the total recordable frames.
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【Background color】
You can select the background color among the given choices.

Figure 28 Background color choices
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5. Trigger inputting
You can set up the trigger with the device as shown in Figure 29.
Please connect the sync-master cable ① with the trigger switch ②.
※Depending on the type of the camera, the Sync cable connection varies. Please check your device specifications.
①

②

Figure 29

Trigger settings sample

You can select the trigger settings from【Trigger mode】and choose various settings when you click on
the [Start] [Variable] [AutoSave] [End] or [Random] buttons.
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【Negative/Positive】You can select the trigger edge, either positive or negative.

Negative: Falling edge
Positive：Rising edge
【Start Trigger】
This is the trigger to start the recording.
If you click on the Rec button, it will start recording from the triggered frame to the maximum frame
number. *The recording automatically stops after the trigger input, so no need to push the trigger button
again.
【Variable Trigger】
After pressing on the trigger input, it will record for a certain period of the time and then stop recording.
You can use this function when you want to check the image right before or after the trigger input.
You can change the range of the trigger with the percentage settings.
【Auto Save】
After pressing the trigger input, it will record for a certain period of time and then stop recording.
The recorded data will be saved to a file in the directory that was pre-set.
After the file is saved, it will go back to be on hold for the trigger button again.
You can change the setting of the trigger timing by using the percentage button displayed on the
screen.
Please use this button
If you push the rec stop button

for the directory settings.
without the trigger button, auto save will no longer be

enabled.
【End Trigger】
It will end recording at the time of the trigger input.
【Random Trigger】(Compatible with HAS-D71 and HAS-D72)
You can set a certain number of the frames and record this numbers of frames into the camera memory
every time you press the trigger.
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You first set the trigger mode as Random and set the number of frames (recording frames per trigger).
And you press the Rec button, the camera will be on hold for recoding.
If you click on the trigger in this condition, the camera will start recording from the trigger input timing to
whatever the number of you have previously set. This action can be repeated every time you click on the
trigger, as long as the memory allows.

トリガ
×
フレーム

メモリ
reconで指定

Figure 30 Random trigger image
In the case that the recording was done with the random trigger mode and also with the auto split
mode, each group of frames will be saved in individual files.

[Note]
When it is in random trigger mode, the monitoring function is not available.
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6. Motion Trigger
All the settings for the Motion Trigger will be set in the setting menu.
You first set the scale and the trigger will automatically turn on when the average brightness of the scale
reaches the pre-set brightness. The settings will be the same when using the trigger.

Figure 31 Motion Trigger settings screen
【Adjusting button】
① Camera selector button

Please choose the camera that needs to use the motion trigger.
② Choose if the motion trigger should be enabled or disabled.

③ ROI settings

Figure 32 Motion Trigger ROI settings
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You can assign the scale for the motion trigger as shown below.
You can decide the scale on the screen by clicking on 【Specify by mouse】.

Figure 33 Motion Trigger ROI settings screen
④ Choose the brightness level.

Figure 34 Motion Trigger Brightness level settings screen
Set up the brightness level for the motion trigger.
You can check the current brightness level in the left corner. You can choose the display settings by
clicking on and off in the green boxes.

Figure 35 Motion Trigger Brightness Information
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7. Hot swapping
If you click on the HS Rec button, a hot swapping recording will start.

Figure 36 Hot swapping recording
When the dialog window shown in Figure 36 appears, you can safely pull out the USB cable from the
camera. Even in this condition, the camera will keep recording.
When the camera gets trigger input, camera will stop recording.
If you insert the USB cable again and click on the arrow button in the menu window

, the

camera will go back to the regular status. You will be able to review and save the recording again.
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8. How to synchronize
More than two cameras can be synchronized and record simultaneously.
Please refer to the synchronization settings in a separate manual.
Please start the HAS-XViewer when all the cameras are synchronized.

8.1.

How to start the application

When you start the application, the monitoring windows will appear on the screen as shown in Figure 32
according to the number of connected cameras.
You can see which camera is the master and the slave on the status menu: Sync Type.

Figure 37 Two cameras synchronization
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8.1.1 How to record
The recording method is the same as when using a single camera. Please use the Rec button for
recording and make sure to use the trigger button to stop recording instead of using the stop button on
the main screen. When you review the recording, you will see the images from all the connected
cameras.
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9. How to synchronize with other
external device
It you wish to synchronize your camera with other external devices with the sync cable and want to send
the signal and use trigger, please read the separate instruction manual.
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9. Contact

Please visit our homepage for detailed information about DITECT products. You can access all product descriptions as
well as obtain information about exhibitions, and you can make a request for information and other inquiries.
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